Moral Compass

- Logic based thinking
- Doing the right thing
- Accountability/responsibility
- Social/emotional contributor
- Learning from yours and others mistakes
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It’s Always About You, "Accountability"

How do you describe moral standards?

- Build your moral compass.
- Stewardship, model the behavior.
- Blood is not always thicker than water.
- Goal/Value Analysis, and don’t cross the line for anyone.
- Your impact on others, descending/ascending accountability.
- You are only one person; home, work, school.
- Hold true to your conviction in challenging times, (courage).
- You will be judged and should judge yourself at your lowest point.
- When opportunity meets potential, take action; there is no luck.
- Develop your moral standards and do not rationalize when convenient.
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Plateau's of Life

Have you ever stopped to measure yourself against short, mid, and long term life goals?

- Tadi-ima

Hardest Point in Life’s Journey

Bob Turroc, Ph.D.
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The Impact of Our Decisions on Who we Become

Have you ever convinced yourself that a little wrong was close enough to right?
Inspiring Courage

How do you see yourself when you look in the mirror?

- "Polish the mirror, grind the stone"

- Self Esteem
- Confidence
- Courage
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Morals Applied

Where have you applied or not applied your moral compass when making a tough decision?

- Build your biography.
- Stay clear from negative scenarios: good decision making.
- Choose your acquaintances wisely; find good mentors who have “experience” not opinions.
- Use what you know, not what you choose to know.
- Never underestimate your impact on others: goals and values.
- Courage and how to find it, conviction and standards are always tested.
- Preparing for the future: college application process.
Open Discussion

What can I start doing based on what we discussed?
What can I stop doing based on what we discussed?
What can I continue doing based on what we discussed?

“Never adjust your values downward. To do so requires that you must lie to yourself. Once you see yourself as a fraud, your positive self-image evaporates.”

- Jon Huntsman; Winners Never Cheat